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  Selecting the best online casinos is no easy task. There is a huge number out there, and it isn’t always easy to sort the good from the bad. Here we introduce you to those we believe are the best and teach you how to assess a casino for yourself so that you never make a poor choice.



  Our Best Online Casinos



	
    All British Casino – Iconic themes and top-tier casino games
  
	
    Fun Casino – Diverse range of games to play
  
	
    Great Britain Casino – One of the hottest casinos in the UK
  
	
    Swift Casino – Bonuses and promotions galore
  
	
    VegasLand Casino – Delivering a taste of retro Vegas
  
	
    Luckster – Lucky casino for mega prizes
  
	
    BritainBet – Simple yet exciting with plenty of promotions
  
	
    Slots n’Play – Non-stop promotions and tournaments
  
	
    10Bet – Two decades of premium gaming experience
  
	
    PlayOJO – No-wagering delight for players
  
	
    Spin and Win – Dive into spin-tacular rewards
  
	
    Grosvenor – Ultimate casino for high rollers
  
	
    Casumo – Taking players on non-stop adventures
  
	
    Betway – A live dealer casino like no other
  
	
    Magic Red – An enchanting collection of video slots
  
	
    32Red – Unlock rewards and explore 1000+ games
  
	
    Unibet – Impressively user-friendly mobile offering
  
	
    SlotsMagic – Hundreds of top-quality games
  
	
    William Hill – Over a century of quality service
  
	
    Mr Green – Jackpot treasures and promos
  
	
    Betfred – Tailored live dealer rooms
  



  All British Casino – Some of the Best Online Casino Game Variety



  



  Pros:


	Over 20 different software providers
  
	Multiple deposit and withdrawal methods
  
	Exciting theme and easy to navigate
  



  Cons:


	Phone support only available from 7 am to 12 midnight (BST)
  



  All British Casino was established in 2013 and has become a household name thanks to its British-themed interface and iconic imagery and symbols. The UK brand creates an engaging and unique atmosphere, complemented by a quality gaming portfolio, bonuses and customer support.



  At All British Casino, players can enjoy a number of casino games, including a variety of slots, roulette, blackjack and poker. It also offers a variety of Slingo and jackpot games. Additionally, the casino features an extensive selection of live dealer games.



  All British Casino’s gaming portfolio is made up from many of the leading software providers, including the likes of Microgaming, Big Time Gaming, NetEnt, AMATIC Industries and Scientific Games. As soon as a player joins, they can claim the casino’s generous welcome bonus and double up their first deposit.



  All British Casino is licenced by the UK Gambling Commission and the Malta Gaming Authority, making it a safe and efficient destination. It focuses on player protection and security whilst also having a responsive customer support team that can be contacted in multiple ways.



  18+. New players only. Max bonus is 100% up to £100. Min deposit is £20. Wagering is 35x bonus. Maximum bet with an active bonus is £5. Cashback is cash with no restrictions. Full T&Cs apply.



  Fun Casino – Top Online Casino Hub for Enthusiasts



  



  Pros:


	Customer support available 24/7
  
	Plenty of RNG and live casino games
  
	Over 10 payment methods
  



  Cons:


	Only two supported languages
  



  Fun Casino is a strong contender for the best online casino for fun-loving gamblers in the UK. It holds licences from the UK Gambling Commission, Malta Gaming Authority and Swedish Spelinspektionen. The casino was founded in 2018 and has welcomed thousands of members to enjoy its portfolio of games.



  Navigating Fun Casino is simple, and all of the games are displayed as big and colourful pictures. The bold display certainly gives the casino a fun atmosphere and helps ensure it lives up to its name in every respect.



  The size of Fun Casino’s catalogue of games ensures that there is something for all to enjoy. The casino boasts a number of exciting slots whilst also having an impressive selection of RNG table games. The games come from some of the best online casino game developers, including Microgaming, NetEnt, Play’n GO and Pragmatic Play. Moreover, there are plenty of live dealer games, most of which are from Evolution. Upon signing up, new players can double their initial deposit, and then they will be offered more promotions on a regular basis. Customer support is known for its fast response times and is available 24/7, 365 days a year.



  18+. New players only. Max bonus is 100% up to £123. Min deposit is £10. Wagering is 50x bonus. Maximum bet while playing with a bonus is £5. See full terms here.



  Great Britain Casino – Our Best Online Casino Site for Promotions and Rewards



  



  Pros:


	Many bonuses and promotions
  
	Rewarding loyalty programme
  
	Diverse selection of casino games
  



  Cons:


	No live chat support
  



  Great Britain Casino is, without a doubt, a contender for the top gambling destination for UK players. It holds licences from the United Kingdom Gambling Commission and the Alderney Gambling Control Commission, putting to bed any doubts about the fairness or reliability of the casino.



  Great Britain Casino brings its member more than 250 casino games. The majority of games are RNG games, including a variety of slots and table games. Additionally, the casino also offers several scratch cards and bingo titles.



  Great Britain Casino has a very basic layout. Exploring the site can be slightly confusing, as the tabs appear to be unorganised. However, while it may not have the most intuitive design, it is entirely manageable, and it is a fantastic casino for UK players due to plenty of bonuses and regular promotions. It also has a rewarding loyalty programme for regular customers.



  Great Britain Casino is a top choice for UK players looking for exciting bonuses and promotions, starting with the welcome bonus that could potentially award 500 free spins on NetEnt’s Starburst slot.



  18+. New players only. £10 min fund. Max bonus conversion equal to lifetime deposits (up to £250) to real funds. 65x wagering requirements. Full terms and conditions apply.



  Swift Casino – Our Best Online Casino for Live Dealer Games



  



  Pros:


	Diverse range of games
  
	Evolution and Playtech live casino games
  
	Regular, rewarding bonuses and promotions
  



  Cons:


	Not available in many countries
  



  Swift Casino is a relatively new online casino, having launched in 2020. It is steadily becoming a recognised and respected brand in the UK market, complete with a licence from the UKGC. At Swift Casino, players can enjoy a variety of games and bonuses whilst customer support is available 24/7. Unfortunately, there is no live chat, so questions must be submitted via email.



  Swift Casino focuses heavily on its RNG casino game listings. It offers a diverse collection of games, including slots, blackjack, roulette, card games, table games, jackpots and video poker. The games included are from some of the best online casino providers, such as Pragmatic Play, Big Time Gaming and more. It also features a number of branded slots.



  For live casino games, Swift Casino offers plenty of exciting options. Players can enjoy many traditional casino games or join the dynamic and exciting live game shows. The live dealer games come from both Playtech and Evolution, meaning that players have access to the best that the industry has to offer.



  Swift Casino offers a number of exciting promotions, including a generous welcome bonus of 100% + 50 free spins. It has a rewarding VIP lounge for regular customers and Daily Picks for all to enjoy. Additionally, the casino regularly hosts tournaments with impressive prizes up for grabs.



  18+. First deposit only. Max bonus £50. Max amount of free spins is 50. Game: Book of Dead. Max bet is 10% (min £0.10) of the free spin winnings and bonus amount or £5 (lowest amount applies). See full terms here.



  VegasLand Casino – Top Online Casino Site for Table Games and Slots



  



  Pros:


	Plenty of casino games
  
	Generous welcome bonus
  
	Instant bank payments
  



  Cons:


	Live chat, not 24/7
  



  VegasLand Casino is indisputably one of the best online casino sites for players residing in the UK and several European countries. It is licenced by the UKGC and MGA and was launched in 2022. The casino has a retro theme and aims to take players on a nostalgic trip to Vegas.



  The casino is packed with RNG and live casino games, including a huge number of slots and variants of table games. It also has a separate tab for Drop & Wins games, ideal for players seeking more incentives to play.



  Live casino gaming at VegasLand Casino is also impressive. Players can find several live blackjack, roulette and baccarat variants. It is also home to live game shows as well as a number of more exotic titles, ensuring that every type of player is catered for.



  Given its expressive colours and easy-to-filter systems, it is easy to navigate through VegasLand Casino. The casino is a safe destination for players, secured by 128-bit SSL encryption technology. It is possible to contact the casino via live chat from 8 am until midnight CET. In terms of promotions, the casino offers a generous welcome bonus that includes up to 100 free spins.



  18+. New players only. Wagering requirement applies to match up bonus and spins. Spins credited in specific games. Spins expire after 24hours. Terms and conditions apply.



  Luckster – Our Best Casino Online for Progressive Jackpots



  



  Pros:


	Plenty of exciting online slots
  
	Many games from leading providers
  
	Monthly bonuses and tournaments
  



  Cons:


	Huge focus on slots
  



  Luckster is an Irish-themed online casino welcoming new players to tap into the Luck of the Irish with a generous welcome bonus of 100 free spins and up to £200. The casino is licenced by the UKGC, so there are no worries about fairness and safety.



  After signing up at Luckster, players can enjoy numerous bonuses and promotions, such as the incredibly popular Drops & Wins tournaments. The promotion involves Pragmatic Play slots, which are a large chunk of games that are available in Luckster Casino’s catalogue. In addition to Pragmatic Play, the casino features popular slots from some of the best online casino game providers like NetEnt, Play’n GO, SYNOT Games and more. Luckster is also known for its countless jackpot slots as well.



  Navigation through Luckster Casino is easy; it is possible to search for specific games or simply explore the different sections of the casino. Furthermore, there is a live casino and a sportsbook available to members. The site has a FAQ section that addresses the most common player queries; however, customer support can only be reached via email.



  18+. New players only. Min deposit £10. Welcome package splits over 3 deposits. Offer valid for 1 week. 100 spins to 20 spins a day for 5 days. 50x wagering applies to spins. Full T&Cs apply.



  BritainBet – Top Casino Online with a Hugely Rewarding Loyalty Club



  



  Pros:


	Frequent promotions
  
	Variety of casino games
  
	Live chat available 24/7
  



  Cons:


	50x wagering requirements
  



  BritainBet certainly deserves to be considered one of the best online casino sites for players in the UK. It is home to a huge portfolio of games and offers a welcome bonus of 200% up to £50. The casino games are all linked to BritainBet’s rewards programme, which means collecting points and having the ability to exchange them for rewards and other perks. There are also plenty of bonuses and regular promotions to take advantage of.



  At BritainBet, members will find slots, jackpot games, RNG table games and scratch cards. In addition to these RNG casino games, BritainBet also has a number of live dealer games, including live blackjack and poker variants. True industry giants, such as Evolution, NetEnt, Pragmatic Play and more, supply the games.



  The customer support team are available via email and live chat, which is available 24/7. The team are also fast to answer and are happy to deal with all queries and concerns. Furthermore, banking at the casino is easy with several choices of banking methods.



  18+. New players only. Wagering occurs from real balance first. 50X wagering the bonus. Contribution may vary per game. Available on selected games only. See full terms here.



  Slots n’Play – Our Best for Banking Options and High-Quality Games of All Online Casinos



  



  Pros:


	Intuitive design
  
	Respectable banking options
  
	Regular and rewarding promotions
  



  Cons:


	Customer support working hours
  



  Slots n’Play is a class choice for players residing in the UK. It is licenced by the United Kingdom Gambling Commission and rewards new players with 200 free spins and up to £100 to play the Big Bass Splash slot from Pragmatic.



  Slots n’Play is best known for its impressive number of online slots. However, the casino also has several RNG table games and a diverse live casino. Players can enjoy games from Evolution, Betsoft, Play’n GO and many more top developers.



  Members of Slots n’Play are able to enjoy many promotions and bonus offers. There are regular tournaments, Drops & Wins, and opportunities to enjoy free spins, deposit bonuses, and so on.



  The casino has eight banking options, including Visa, PayPal and AstroPay, so everyone can easily deposit and withdraw. Importantly, its customer service can reach from 8 am until midnight CET, so help is nearly always at hand.



  18+. New players only. Offer valid upon 4 deposits. Min deposit £20. Welcome package split over 4 deposits. 35x wagering applies. Max bet limitations per spin apply: £4. Full terms apply.



  10Bet – The Most Extensive Selection of Games of All Casino Sites



  



  Pros:


	Over 1,000 slots
  
	Thousands of exciting games to play
  
	User-friendly design
  



  Cons:


	Relatively low welcome bonus
  



  10Bet has been operating for more than two decades, and this vast amount of experience helps make it a top choice for UK players. It is licenced by the UKGC, so players can be sure that everything is above board. The casino has over 1,000 slots to play, with additional RNG table games and live dealer games.



  After signing up at 10Bet, new players can claim a welcome bonus of 50% up to £100 plus 50 free spins, after which players will be able to capitalise on regular promotions that offer a range of exciting perks. The casino games come from more than 15 different providers, while its live casino games are all from Evolution.



  For UK players, 10Bet has an official app streamlining the mobile gaming experience. However, accessing its content via a web browser is also possible. Importantly the customer support team can be reached via email, phone and live chat, so players can be sure that help is always available.



  18+. New Customers only. Wager bonus 40x within 15 days. Free spins validity: 7 days. Free spins max. winnings = £100. Stake contribution per eligible games. Full T&Cs apply.



  PlayOJO – Fair Play Casino with Massive Variety of Games



  



  Pros:


	No wagering requirements
  
	Three live casino providers
  
	Plenty of games to play
  



  Cons:


	Limited casual games
  



  After launching in 2017, PlayOJO quickly developed a reputation as one of the best online casino for UK players. The casino has a strict ‘No Bullshit’ policy, meaning it avoids confusing players with baffling terms and conditions. Instead, the casino ensures that it explains all terms and conditions, fees, and so on in clear language.



  New members will receive 50 free spins on Rich Wilde and the Book of Dead, and impressively, they do not have any wagering requirements making it one of the best welcome offers around. Players will then start to benefit from the loyalty scheme, which offers benefits such as free spins, cash prizes, and so on.



  PlayOJO-ers will find a variety of slots, bingo titles, RNG table games and card games to play. Its games are from leading providers such as Play’n GO, Red Tiger and Yggdrasil Gaming. The casino also has a vast selection of live casino games, with a diverse selection for players, including Evolution, Playtech and Pragmatic Play. The casino’s clarity extends to its design, ensuring players have a stress-free experience from beginning to end.



  18+. First deposit only. 50 free spins on Book of Dead slot. Free spin valued at £0.10. See full terms here.



  Spin and Win – Our Best Online Casino for Rewarding Player Loyalty at All Times



  



  Pros:


	Fast withdrawals
  
	Diverse portfolio of games
  
	Rewarding loyalty scheme
  



  Cons:


	Only a few payment methods
  



  Spin and Win is licenced by the UKGC and the Gibraltar Gambling Commission. It was launched in 2012 and offers a diverse range of games and promotions to its many players. The welcome bonus can be claimed on the first deposit and is worth 100% up to £250 + 100 free spins. After receiving the welcome bonus, players are enrolled in the casino’s loyalty scheme, which ensures continual rewards as long as members keep playing.



  Spin and Win has many exciting slots, table games, scratch and arcade titles, and live dealer games to play. It is easy to navigate the catalogue of games, which contains titles from a variety of software providers. Evolution powers the majority of the live dealer games. However, there are also a few titles from IGT, Scientific Games, Realistic Games, Novomatic and more.



  At Spin and Win, players can contact the support team through live chat, email or phone. The live chat is available 24/7, meaning that if there are problems, help is always at hand. Spin and Win also stands out for its speedy withdrawals; they can be as quick as 15 minutes. Overall, it is a player-centric casino that provides a truly enjoyable experience.



  18+. Minimum first deposit of £10 to get 100% up to £250 on selected match slots & 100 free spins on Blueprint slots at 0.20P. Deposit bonus playable on selected slots. Full T&Cs apply.



  Grosvenor – Excellence in Every Spin and Deal among All Casinos Online



  



  Pros:


	Easy navigation
  
	Low wagering requirements
  
	A plethora of casino games
  



  Cons:


	Limited number of banking options
  



  Grosvenor is one of the UK’s best online casino operators. Its land venues are highly respected, and with licences from the UKGC and GGC, and plenty of promotions and bonuses, its online offering is just as impressive. New players are greeted with a welcome bonus of £50 when they deposit just £20, and the wagering requirements are only x5.



  At Grosvenor Casino, players can enjoy a variety of slots from leading providers such as NetEnt, Pragmatic Play and more. There are also a number of exclusive slots, which truly make the casino stand out from the crowd. The casino also offers regular promotions to keep players constantly entertained and involved.



  In addition to slots, Grosvenor also has plenty of RNG table games and live dealer games to play. It is easy to navigate the games as they are organised into clear categories. Importantly, customer support is available via live chat between 7 am and 10:30 pm, 7 days a week. In short, Grosvenor upholds the highest standards in all aspects of its operations.



  18+. New customers only. Min deposit and max bonus apply. Playable on selected games. Wagering requirements apply. Max win £2000. Full terms apply.



  Casumo – Our Best Casino Site for Outstanding Promotions



  Pros:


	Thousands of games to play
  
	Frequent promotions
  
	Daily and weekly giveaway prizes
  



  Cons:


	Difficult to navigate games
  



  Casumo was founded in Sweden in 2012, and over the last decade, it has almost become a household name in the gambling world. After signing up at Casumo, new players can double their initial deposit and receive 20 bonus spins. From then on, plenty of promotions ensure players always have something to look forward to.



  Members of Casumo will be able to enjoy a catalogue of more than 2,000 games from many of the industry’s most respected developers. The collection includes everything from slots to scratch cards, numerous RNG variants of popular table games, and a packed live casino. Thanks to this, everyone is sure to find plenty to keep them busy.



  The only area where Casumo lets itself down is its navigability. There is no easy way to filter the slots, so looking for a specific type of game is not straightforward. However, in all other respects, it is certainly a contender for best online casino in the UK and worthy of every player’s attention.



  18+. New UK customers only. Opt-in required. 20 bonus spins on “Sahara Riches Cash Collect” and 100% deposit bonus up to £25 on first deposit. Max. £5/spin or £0.50/line. 30 days expiry. See full terms here.



  Betway – Our Top Online Casino Leader in User-Friendliness



  



  Pros:


	User-friendly
  
	Plenty of games
  
	No wagering requirements on the first deposit
  



  Cons:


	Dated design
  



  Betway has long been considered one of the best UK online casinos. It was founded in 2006 and is licenced by the UKGC. Betway ensures all members get off to the best possible start with a 100% welcome bonus of up to £50. Thereafter, there are plenty more promotions to enjoy offering free spins, cash bonuses, and more.



  At Betway, players will find over 500 exciting slots and RNG games to play. The casino offers Slingo, crash games, exclusive games, and more. This means that it genuinely offers a bigger variety of game types than most online casinos and ensures that players will always have something new to discover and look forward to.



  Betway’s live casino brings together the best of Pragmatic Play, Playtech and Evolution. There are several tables and variants of games, such as live roulette, blackjack, baccarat, casino poker and game shows. By offering games from three of the best online casino game providers, the operator ensures that every player will find the betting range, features, and atmosphere that suits them best.



  If you have any concerns about your Betway account, you can visit the casino’s FAQs section. It is also possible to contact the customer support team via live chat, so any issues should be resolved very quickly.



  18+. New customers only. Opt-in required. 100% match bonus up to £50 on 1st deposit of £10+. 50x bonus wagering applies as do weighting requirements. Note that full T&Cs apply.



  How to Choose the Best Online Casino Sites



  While online gambling can be a hugely enjoyable and rewarding activity, it is vital that you only play at safe, trustworthy casinos. To ensure that you are at a reliable casino, there are certain things you should look for.



  Licence and Security



  In the UK, you should only ever play at sites licenced by the UKGC. To maintain a licence, the casino will be regularly audited to ensure it is safe, honest and provides all the necessary player protections. You should also read the casino’s security and privacy policies to ensure that you are happy with the way that it operates.



  Bonuses



  The best online casinos, as well as the best online slots, in the UK are the ones that have a variety of bonuses and promotions. However, bonuses are not always as good as they first appear. It is important to read the bonus terms and conditions to ensure you know exactly what requirements the bonus has to claim your potential winnings.



  Game Variety



  There is a huge amount of competition in the UK online gambling market. One way that best online casino operators can differentiate themselves is by offering different games. Therefore, be sure to check that the casino you are interested in has the type of games that you are looking for. There is nothing to be gained by joining new online casino sites only to discover that they don’t offer the games you wish to play.



  Mobile Optimisation



  Today all self-respecting casinos are fully mobile compatible. Some casinos may have downloadable apps, while others will have mobile-friendly websites. There is no particular advantage to a casino offering an app. However, you should still check the mobile offering to ensure you can enjoy your favourite games on the go easily.



  Customer Service



  The best online casino sites put a lot of effort into customer support. While 24/7 live chat is unnecessary, it is certainly good. The customer support team has to be easy to contact and fast to respond. There should also be helpful information on the websites, such as an FAQ page, help centre, or something similar.



  Payment Methods



  Companies such as slotswebsites.org have found that a casino with plenty of games and bonuses is not much use if you can’t deposit money to play with. You should check that a casino offers payment methods you are comfortable using and ensure you are aware of any fees. The same applies to withdrawals. Make sure there is a convenient way to claim your winnings.



  FAQ



  What is the best online casino for real money?



  If you are looking for online casinos in the UK that accept real money bets, you are best off using one of the twenty-one options above. They offer a safe, high-quality gambling experience, but each differs slightly. Therefore, you should take the time to explore them and find the one that is best for your needs.



  Can you win real money at an online casino?



  Of course! While gambling will always come down to luck, many people are lucky and win significant amounts playing at real money online casinos. The luckiest players may hit a progressive jackpot that is worth millions. Everyone has a chance of winning, and this is what makes the games so exciting.



  How do I know if an online casino is safe?



  The best way to know if a casino is safe and secure is to check the gaming licence that it holds. If the casino has a licence from the United Kingdom Gambling Commission, then you can be sure that it is held to the highest standards of safety and fairness. If you want to be sure, you can check the licence status on the UKGC website.



  What are the most popular online casino games in the UK?



  The most popular online casino games in the UK are slots. Online slots come in many different forms, and they have the potential to award huge payouts. Slots will often offer engaging bonus features, and the range of themes is so diverse that everyone is sure to find many games that appeal. Other popular games include live dealer titles and casual games like scratch cards.



  How do I deposit and withdraw real money at UK online casinos?



  To deposit and withdraw funds from a UK casino, you must first sign-up. The casino will have a variety of banking methods available, such as bank cards, e-wallets and so on. You need to visit the casino’s cashier, select your preferred payment method, and follow the instructions on-screen. The process is nearly always very straightforward and does not take much time.



  DISCLAIMER: Gambling is inherently risky. Before you start playing, it is important to understand these risks. You should never be gambling money that you can’t afford to lose. The guide on this page is for information purposes only and is designed to help those looking to gamble solely for entertainment. We do not take any responsibility for any lost funds readers may incur when gambling. If you are struggling with gambling and it is affecting your finances and/or personal relationships, please seek help by reaching out to info@gambleaware.org or calling 0808 8020 133.



  This article is brought to you by Amici IT and does not necessarily represent the views of Eastern Daily Press.
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